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Abstract— In this paper, we consider the throughput modelling
and fairness provisioning in CSMA/CA based ad-hoc networks.
The main contributions are: Firstly, a throughput model based on
Markovian analysis is proposed for the CSMA/CA network with a
general topology. Simulation investigations are presented to verify
its performance. Secondly, fairness issues in CSMA/CA networks
are discussed based on the throughput model. The origin of
unfairness is explained and the trade-off between throughput
and fairness is illustrated. Thirdly, throughput approximations
based on local topology information are proposed and their
performances are investigated. Fourthly, three different fairness
metrics are presented and their distributed implementations,
based on the throughput approximation, are proposed.

I. INTRODUCTION

As a broadcasting channel is shared by all the nodes in a
wireless network and it is a limited resource, MAC (Medium
Access Control) algorithms are essential to reduce collisions
and ensure high system throughput. Apart from reducing
bandwidth loss due to collisions, the MAC strategy should also
ensure that the available bandwidth is shared by the competing
nodes in some fair manner. Various distributed MAC proto-
cols have been proposed in the literature to enhance system
performance in the wireless environment. Among them is
the CSMA/CA (Carrier Sense Multiple Access with Collision
Avoidance) protocol, which is the basis for DCF (distributed
coordination function) adopted in 802.11 MAC specifications
[1] and hence has special importance.

In this paper, we address the throughput performance anal-
ysis and fairness provisioning issues in CSMA/CA networks.
Although these two topics have been considered before (see
[4], [5], [6], [9] and the references therein), these works suffer
from several limitations. In [5], Bianchi proposed a simple
model that accounts for all the exponential backoff protocol
details and allows computation of saturation throughput of
IEEE 802.11 DCF [1]. Although simulations in [5] demon-
strated high accuracy, the model did not consider the network
topology and could not characterize the collisions that result
from the other active nodes in the neighborhood of the trans-
mitter. In [6], [7], [8], and [9], the researchers focused on the
fairness issues in wireless networks. However, the strategies
proposed in these works are heuristic approaches, and a formal
analysis of the fairness properties of the approaches is lacking.

Our work on CSMA/CA network throughput modelling uses
the techniques similar to those used by Boorstyn et al. in
[2]; however it differs significantly from the latter. Firstly,
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the authors in [2] have only analyzed throughput performance
of a pure CSMA network which is not directly applicable to
most MAC protocols of today. We model the throughput of
the CSMA/CA network using the same line of analysis, but
we take into account the RTS/CTS exchange in the CSMA/CA
network and our work is readily extended to the throughput
analysis of the IEEE 802.11 DCF. Secondly, the authors in
[2] do not address any fairness issues. In contrast, we discuss
fairness issues in CSMA/CA networks in detail, and present
distributed algorithms, based on local topology information,
that achieve fairness amongst the links in the CSMA/CA
network.

A prominent feature of the wireless network is that its feasi-
ble rate region depends on the protocol, therefore the fairness
problem needs to be considered in the context of a particular
protocol. In this paper, we consider the throughput modelling
and fairness issues in the CSMA/CA based ad hoc networks.
We propose a throughput model for the CSMA/CA network
with general topology, and investigate the performance of
the model with simulations. Based on the model, we can
well explain that unfairness originates from the “hidden node
problem” and the trade-off between throughput and fairness.
Although our throughput model needs topology information
of the entire network, we show how the throughput can
be approximated with only local topology information. The
performance of the approximation is analyzed and investigated
with simulations. Based on the throughput approximation,
we discuss the fairness provisioning issue in the CSMA/CA
networks, and propose three distributed scheduling methods to
provide fairness among the contending users.

This paper is organized as follows. In Section 2, after a
brief overview of the CSMA/CA network, we present the
system model and the assumptions. The throughput model is
then proposed and verified with simulations. In Section 3, we
discuss the fairness issues based on the throughput model. We
will explain the origin of unfairness in the CSMA/CA network
with simulation support, and discuss the trade-off between
maximum throughput and fairness. The approximations of
throughput with local topology information are presented and
their performance is investigated in Section 4. We then discuss
distributed fair scheduling based on throughput approxima-
tions in Section 5. Three different fairness metrics and their
implementations are discussed. We conclude our paper in
Section 6 and present the necessary proofs in the appendix.



II. THROUGHPUT MODEL OF CSMA/CA NETWORK

A. Overview of CSMA/CA Networks

The goal of the CSMA/CA protocol is to maximize through-
put by reducing the collisions due to the contending nodes
that share the same channel. Both physical channel sensing
and virtual channel sensing are used to attain this goal.

Like CSMA, a node in the CSMA/CA network senses the
channel before it transmits a frame. If the channel is idle, the
node transmits its frame. Otherwise, it defers the transmission
till the end of the ongoing transmission. It then randomly
chooses a value, known as a contention window, denoted by��� that satisfies

�����	��
� ��� �����������
, and initializes its

backoff timer with ��� backoff intervals. Since ��� is chosen
randomly, the probability that two or more nodes choose the
same backoff value is very low. The timer has the granularity
of a slot time and is decremented by one every time the channel
is sensed to be idle. The backoff timer is stopped in case
the channel becomes busy and the decrementing process is
resumed when the channel becomes idle again. The node is
allowed to transmit its frame when the backoff timer reaches
zero. Each successful transmission is positively acknowledged
so that transport layer retransmission is avoided.

Due to a particular feature of wireless networks known
as the “hidden node” problem, the physical channel sensing
method alone cannot avoid collisions. Two nodes that are
not within hearing distance of each other may still lead to
collisions at a third node which receives the transmission from
both sources. The problem is illustrated in Fig. 1 when both �
and � transmit to B. To take care of this problem, CSMA/CA
uses the Request to Send (RTS) and Clear to Send (CTS)
control frames to reserve the channel. A node with a frame to
transmit sends an RTS frame to the receiver and the receiver
responds with a CTS frame if it is currently not busy. This
RTS/CTS exchange, which also contains timing information
about the length of the ensuing transmission, known as NAV
(Network Allocation Vector), is detected by all the nodes
within hearing range of either the sender or the receiver or
both. These nodes defer their transmissions till the ongoing
transmission is complete. This is the so called virtual channel
sensing. Its use is shown in Fig. 2 when � in Fig. 1 transmits
to � .
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Fig. 1. Hidden node problem occurs when both A and D transmit to B.

B. System Model and Assumptions

A general wireless ad-hoc network can be modelled as an
undirected graph ��������� �"! , where � and � respectively
denote the set of nodes and the set of (undirected) links.
A link exists between two nodes if and only if they can
hear each other (we assume a symmetric hearing matrix # ).
A directed edge ��$%�'&(! represents an active communication
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Fig. 2. The use of virtual channel sensing.

pair, and ) is the set of directed edges. Note that only
a few pairs may be actively communicating although there
are *,+ �-+ possible communication pairs. Two-way error free
connectivity is assumed in our model, i.e. a frame fails to be
received if and only if it collides with other frames.

For any node $ in the network, the set of $ ’s neighbors,.0/� �21%&43,��$%�'&(!	5���6 represent the set of nodes that can hear$ . Denote
. � � . /�-7 18$ 6 . For a collection of nodes � , let. ���9!:��; ��<>= . �

.
For any link �?$%�'&(!@52) , A��?$%�'&(! denotes the set of links

blocked by link �?$%�B&C! and define A / ��$%�'&(!D��A��?$%�B&C!CEF1C��$%�'&(!%6 .
For a collection of links � , define AG�H�-!�� ;JI <>= A���KL! .
According to the CSMA/CA protocol, when link �?$%�B&C! is
ongoing, neighbors of $ receive RTS from $ and neighbors of &
receive CTS from & . These nodes will defer their transmissions
and they won’t issue an RTS or respond to a CTS. ThereforeA��?$%�'&(!M��1(�HNO�QPQ!F3"NR5 . ��$ ; &C! or PS5 . ��$ ; &(!��UTV�HNO�QPQ!S5)46 . Note that if �HNO�QPQ!W5�A��?$%�'&(! , we also have ��$ �B&(!	5@A��HNO�QPQ! .

We assume that each node has a single transceiver. Thus,
a node can not transmit and receive simultaneously, and they
cannot receive more than one frame at a time. If two (or more)
transmissions are heard simultaneously by a node, at least one
and possibly both transmitted frames are lost and must be
retransmitted. For simplicity of study, we assume that a frame
can be retransmitted as many times as is necessary.

We further assume that the scheduling point process for
each used link ��$ �B&(!45�) is Poisson with mean X �ZY , and is
independent of all other such processes in the network. In
addition, the frame lengths are assumed to be exponentially
distributed, with mean transmission time [L\^] �

for frames
transmitted by node $ .

The propagation delay is assumed to be zero in our model.
The RTS and CTS are assumed to be very small, and their
transmission time can be ignored. Acknowledgements are
obtained instantaneously.

For simplicity, we assume that none of the nodes adopts the
BEB (Binary Exponential Backoff) algorithm, i.e. the

��� �����
is fixed and won’t be increased for retransmissions. This is
reasonable, as each node is assumed to choose its maximum
contention window size according to the network topology and
hence dynamic adaption of the contention window size is no
longer necessary.

To sum up, our assumptions are as follows:
1) The scheduling point process of a used link is Poisson,

and is independent of all other such processes in the
network.

2) Packet lengths are exponentially distributed and are
generated independently at each transmission.



3) The propagation delay between neighboring nodes is
zero.

4) Under CSMA/CA, a node will transmit a scheduled
packet if both its physical channel sensing method and
virtual channel sensing method detect an idle channel.

5) Links are error free. A packet will be successfully
received if and only if there is no collision at the receiver
side.

6) The lengths of RTS and CTS are very small and their
transmission time can be ignored. Acknowledgements
are obtained instantaneously.

7) The BEB algorithm is not deployed in the network and
each link has a fixed _�`�a�b�c value.

C. Throughput Models

In this section, we present the CSMA/CA throughput model
based on Markovian analysis using an approach similar to that
adopted in [2] for pure CSMA networks.

Under the assumptions discussed above, a scheduling point
for link d�e%f'g(h results in a successful transmission if and only
if all the links that belong to iGd�e fBg(h are idle at the scheduling
point of d?e%f'g(h . The average time of such a successful trans-
mission is simply jLk^lnm . Since the scheduling point is Poisson,
each scheduling point is random if looked at in time. For any
set of used links oqpsr , tud�o9h denotes the probability that
all links belonging to o are idle. According to the Poisson
Arrivals See Time Averages Theorem, the throughput vwmyx of
link d?e%fBgCh can be expressed asv myx9z { mZxl|m tudHi�d?e%fBgCh}h (1)

To compute tud'iGd�e%f'g(hQh , given the assumption that the
hearing matrix is symmetric, it is sufficient to consider the
process ~���d��Qh�fQ�S����� , where ��d��Qh is the set of links that
are busy transmitting at time � . Under the assumptions of
exponential message lengths and Poisson scheduling point
process, ��d?�Qh is a continuous time Markovian chain, and the
state for the Markovian chain ��d?�Qh at time instate � is the
independent set, the set of links that can be active at the same
time. We denote the state space of ��d��Qh as � , which can be
determined from the hearing matrix � of the network.

Let �0dH��h be the steady-state probability of the state � . AsiGd'��h denotes all the links that are blocked when any link in� is active, ����~Cd�e fBg(h%� and ����~Cd?e%fBgCh�� denote the state
formed by adding link d�e fBg(h to the state � or removing linkd?e%f'g(h from state � respectively. Assuming that the network
operation is stable, the steady-state probability satisfies the
following balance equations:�0dH��h ����y�?� �H����� l|m�� ��Z��� �H�B �¢¡w�£��� { myx�¤ z��y��� �H�B �¢¡w�£��� l|m��0dH�F�0~Cd?e%fBgCh��^h¥� ��y�?� �'����� { myx��0d'�¦��~(d?e%f'g(h%�Lh

(2)
Define the scheduling rate of link d?e%fBgCh as §�mZx z { myxLkLl|m . It is
easy to verify that (2) is consistent with the detailed balance
equations �0d'�¨�©~Cd�e%f'g(h%�Lh z § myx �0d'��h (3)

Therefore �0dH�ªh z¬«¯®° m?± x}²U³>´ §(myx�µ¶��0dH·¥h (4)

constitutes the solution to (2). The constant �0dH·¥h is obtained
by normalizing the distribution, i.e.

�0dH·¥h z¹¸ºw»´V³C¼ ®° m�± x}²B³>´ § mZx�½¾À¿wÁ (5)

Given the product form formulation (4), the probability that
all used links in the set o are idle, tud�o9h , can be found by
summing �0d'��h over all independent sets � that do not contain
any link in o . Thus

tud�o-h z »´VÂ¥Ã|Ä �0dH�ªh z
�´VÂ¥Ã ÄÆÅÈÇ° m�± x}²B³>´ §(mZx�É�´D³C¼©Å Ç° m?± x}²U³>´ § myx�É (6)

where �spÊo9Ë refers to all independents sets contained in the
complement of o . We adopt the shorthand notationÌ d�o9h z »´DÂÍÃ « ®° m?± x}²B³>´ § mZx µ¶ (7)

and define
Ì dH·¥h z j . ThereforetudHo-h z Ì d�o9Ë hÌ d'�Jh (8)

Using the shorthand notation, (1) can be written asvÍmyx z §CmZx Ì dHi�d?e%f'g(h}Ë hÌ d'�Jh (9)

Denote the length of the data frame from node e as ÎWm . As
the length of RTS/CTS and ACK is assumed to be very small,l m can be estimated by l|m z _ÏkLÎ"m (10)

where _ is the link capacity. Denote the slot time for the
contention window as Ð . The contention window Ñ�Ò is a
random variable uniformly distributed between _�` aWm�Ó and_�` aWb�c according to the CSMA/CA protocol, its expected
value is rMd�Ñ�Ò9h z �ÕÔyÖÕd'_�`�a	m�Ó0�¦_�`Ga�b�cCh , and

{ mZx can be
estimated by{ mZx z jrMdHÑ�Ò-h×Ð z ØdH_�` aWmÙÓ �Ê_�` aWb�c h×Ð (11)

Therefore § myx is§(myx z { mZxl|m z Ø Î mdH_�`�aWmÙÓª�Ê_�`Ga�b�c(hQ_9Ð (12)

Substituting (12) into (9), we can compute the throughput
for each link d�e%f'g(h in the CSMA/CA network.

In the cases when the data frame size is not large enough
and the transmission time of RTS/CTS and ACK cannot be
ignored, we can introduce a correction factor to take into



account the overhead of RTS/CTS and ACK. The corrected
throughput for link Ú�Û ÜBÝ(Þ isß�àZá9â¨ã(àyá|ä Ú'åGÚ�Û%Ü'Ý(ÞQæ%Þä ÚHçJÞ è é à

é à�ê�ë (13)

where ë is the overhead size of the RTS/CTS and ACK con-
trol frames. In computing ã(àZá , the overhead of RTS/CTS and
ACK also should be taken into consideration, and thereforeã àZá â ì Ú é àÍêRë ÞÚHí�î�ï àÙðªê í�îGï�ñ�òCÞQí9ó (14)

D. Simulation Investigation

In this section, we present simulation results to investigate
the performance of the network throughput model. Although
only the simulation results for the simple three-link scenario
are presented in this paper, simulations carried out on various
network topologies/scenarios give similar results. Refer to [11]
for more simulation investigations.

1) Simulation Setup: Instead of using ns-2, we realize a
simple event driven simulator to investigate the performance
of the CSMA/CA network throughput model. This is due to the
fact that ns-2 involves all network layers, and furthermore, the
CSMA/CA model in ns-2 does not reset NAV [1] and might
lead to false channel reservation in certain situations.

Our simulator is essentially a simplified version of the
wireless LAN implementation in ns-2, but it contains the
MAC layer implementation only and provides the NAV reset
function. The frame sizes of RTS, CTS and ACK are set
according to the 802.11 specification [1], but none of the inter-
frame spaces is considered in our simulator, i.e. all inter-frame
spaces are set to zero.

As CSMA/CA usually deploys the BEB algorithm to adapt
the maximum contention window to the contending nodes, the
maximum contention window size is fixed in our simulator.
However, different links may choose different í�î ï�ñ�ò values.

2) Three-Link Scenario: In this section, we present the sim-
ulation results of a simple yet illustrative three-link scenario.
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Fig. 3. Three-Link Network Topology.

The network topology is shown in Fig. 3. There are 6 nodes
and 7 links, but only link Ú�ô,Ü�õ^Þ (denoted as link ö ), linkÚ ì Ü ÷OÞ (denoted as link ø ) and link Ú�ù,Ü úOÞ (denoted as link í )
are active transmission pairs. Due to symmetry, link ö and
link í always have the same performance. So each time we
consider the network performance, we only consider link ö
and link ø .

Note that when a transmission is ongoing on link ø , neither
link ö nor link í can be scheduled. However, link ö and linkí can be scheduled at the same time. The state transition
diagram is shown in Fig. 4.
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Fig. 4. State Transition Diagram.

In our simulations, all the links have the same data frame
size and same í�î ï�ñ�ò and í�î ï à�ð , therefore ã�û2âüã(ý�âã(þÿâ©ã . According to (9) the throughput of link ö isß�û â ãCû Ú��0Ú��ÍÞ ê �0Ú'í�ÞQÞ â©ãCû ä Ú'í�Þä Ú�öªÜ}ø0Ü í�Þâ ã(ûSêRãCû ã(þõ êÿã û êRã ý êÿã þ êÿã û ã þ â ãÏêRã��õ ê ÷ ãÏêÿã �

(15)
Similarly, the throughput of link ø and link í areß�ý�â ã ýõ êRã û êÿã ý êRã þ êRã û ã þ â ãõ ê ÷ ã-ê�ã � (16)ß þ â ã þ êÿã û ã þõ êÿã(û�êÿã(ýGêÿã(þGêRãCû ã(þ â ã�êÿã��õ ê ÷ ã9êRã � (17)

where ã is estimated using (12), í�î ï àÙð â ô , ó â ì ô��
	��� ,
and í â õ Mbps.

Fig. 5 plots the estimated throughput and the simulated
throughput of link ö and link ø when the data frame size
is fixed to 500 bytes and different í�î ï�ñ�ò values and hence
different ã values are chosen. The propagation delay between
neighboring nodes is 1 �
	 , and the length of RTS/CTS and
ACK is 48 bytes in total.
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Fig. 5. Estimated Throughput and Simulated Throughput versus ���������
When Data Frame Length is 500 bytes in the Three-Link Scenario.

From Fig. 5, we can see that when ã is small (close to
1 or smaller than 1) the computed throughput values based



on our model match the simulation results perfectly. It is
interesting to note that the difference between the estimated
throughput and the simulated throughput is quite large when���������

is small. This is due to the fact that our throughput
formulation in (1) is based on the assumption of Poisson arrival
of the scheduling point of the used links. When

���������
is

small, this assumption does not hold and hence our throughput
formulation is not accurate. In the situations when

��� �����
is

comparatively large, the frames necessary for retransmissions
are rescheduled after a sufficiently long randomized time and
the Poisson arrival assumption roughly holds. This can be
verified from Fig. 5, as the estimated throughput based on our
formulation is very close to the simulated throughput when��� �����

is large.
3) Throughput Correction When Data Frame is Small:

According to 802.11 specifications, RTS is 20 bytes, while
both CTS and ACK are 14 bytes. Therefore the overhead from
RTS/CTS and ACK is 48 bytes in total. When the data frame
size is small, the length of RTS/CTS and ACK can no longer
be ignored. In this section, we investigate the performance of
the corrected network throughput formula in (13) and (14).

We still consider the three-link scenario in Fig. 3. In order
to observe the difference between the corrected throughput
and non-corrected throughput, we choose a relatively small
data frame size. In the simulations, the data frame size
is fixed to 100 bytes while different

��� �����
values are

chosen. The simulated throughput of link ! and link " ,
the computed throughput with and without corrections under
different

���#�����
values are presented in Table I and Table II

respectively.

TABLE I
THE SIMULATED THROUGHPUT, THE COMPUTED THROUGHPUT WITH

AND WITHOUT CORRECTION FOR LINK A

Simulated Throughput Throughput with$�%'&�(�)
throughput with correction no correction

(kbps) (kbps) (kbps)
50 *�+ ,�-/.103254/6 *�+ -�*�4103254/6 78+ -/.:9;0<254/6
100 =�+ .:-�,>03254 6 =�+ -�*�,103254 6 *�+ ,�9:7�0<254 6
200 =�+ 4�4�2�03254 6 =�+ 4�*/.?03254 6 =�+ */.:*;0<254 6
500 2�+@2�25,>03254/6 2�+@25=�4103254/6 2�+ =�*�*;0<254/6

TABLE II
THE SIMULATED THROUGHPUT, THE COMPUTED THROUGHPUT WITH

AND WITHOUT CORRECTION FOR LINK B

Simulated Throughput Throughput with$�%'&�(�)
throughput with correction no correction

(kbps) (kbps) (kbps)
50 2�+ =�*�,>03254 6 2�+@259/.?03254 6 2�+ -�2A7�0<254 6
100 2�+ *:7/9>03254 6 2�+ *:7�7>03254 6 2�+ -�B�4;0<254 6
200 2�+ =�,�B>03254 6 2�+ =/.:-103254 6 2�+ 9�-�,;0<254 6
500 -�+@25,�4>03254�C -�+ 4�,�B103254�C 2�+ 4�9�*;0<254 6

From Table I and Table II, it is obvious that the correction
greatly improves the throughput modelling accuracy. When��� �����

is small the improvement is significant.

III. FAIRNESS ISSUES IN CSMA/CA NETWORKS

In this section, we consider the fairness problem in
CSMA/CA networks. We will analyze the origin of the un-

fairness and present simulation results to support our analysis.

A. Unfairness in CSMA/CA Networks

Heuristically, the hidden node problem in wireless networks
causes unfairness. This can be illustrated by considering the
three-link scenario shown in Fig. 3.

In this scenario, a possible situation is as follows. After node
0 grasps the channel and link ! is scheduled, there is some
data to be transmitted on link " . As node 2 senses a busy
channel, it starts the backoff timer for link " and begins to
wait. However, node 4 will sense an idle channel and link

�
can be scheduled immediately if there is data to be transmitted
on link

�
. At the time when transmission on link ! stops, the

transmission on link
�

may be still active and hence node 2
still senses a busy channel and link " still has to wait. Before
the transmission on link

�
ends, transmission on link ! may

seize the channel again, and before transmission on link !
ends, transmission on link

�
is active again, and so on. In

this way, link ! and link
�

access the channel in turn while
link " may never be able to find a chance to be scheduled for
transmission.

The unfairness in this scenario can be easily shown by
considering the throughput formula in (15), (16) and (17).
When the three links have the same scheduling rate D , we can
easily see that

��E�8FHG �8I��FJGLKNM D . If D is large, the throughput
of link ! and link

�
will be much larger than the throughput

of link " and hence lead to serious fairness problems. In fact,
when D approaches infinity, OQP and OSR approach to 1 whileOSR approaches to 0, i.e. transmissions on link ! and link�

always can be carried out while " finds no chance to be
scheduled.

B. Binary Exponential Backoff Algorithm Aggravate Fairness
Problem in CSMA/CA Networks

In CSMA/CA protocol, the BEB (Binary Exponential Back-
off) algorithm is often adopted so that a node can dynamically
adjust its maximum contention window size to the number of
contending nodes. As all the nodes in the network employ this
algorithm, it seems that all the contending nodes will have the
same scheduling rate if they have the same data frame size.
However, this is not the case.

Consider the simple scenario in Fig. 3. As link " contends
with both link ! and link

�
, node 2 has a higher probability

to sense a busy channel than node 0 or node 4. Therefore, if
all the nodes in the network employ the BEB Algorithm, node
2 definitely will execute the BEB algorithm much more often
than node 0 and node 4. As a result, the maximum contention
window size of link " will be much larger than that of link
! and link

�
, and the scheduling rate of link " will be much

lower than that of link ! or link
�

. Intuitively, this means that
link " has to wait for a longer time to sense the channel again
while link ! and

�
can sense the channel much more quickly.

Thus the employment of BEB algorithm in the MAC layer
indeed aggravates the unfairness in the CSMA/CA network.



C. Simulation Investigation

In this section we investigate the fairness issues in the three-
link scenario with simulations.

We use the ratio of throughput of link T to that of link U
as the metric to measure the fairness between these two links.
Fairness is good when the ratio is close to 1, and is extremely
bad when the ratio approaches infinity or approaches zero.

The data frame size in our simulation is fixed to 500 bytes,
and different V�W#X�Y�Z and hence different [ values are chosen.
The ratio of throughput on link T to that on link U is
investigated. The simulation results are plotted in Fig. 6. The
corresponding [ values are also plotted.
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Fig. 6. Ratio of Throughput on Link A to Throughput on Link B without
BEB.

Based on the throughput model of CSMA/CA network, we
have shown in the last section that the throughput ratio is
greatly larger than 1 and hence the fairness performance is
extremely poor when [ is large, while the throughput ratio
is very close to 1 and a satisfactory fairness performance is
achieved when [ is small. The simulated throughput ratios
state the same fact, except that the fairness performance is
even worse when [ is large. The mismatch comes from the
fact that our throughput model is not so accurate when the
Poisson arrival assumption does not hold.

We then investigate how the BEB algorithm impacts the
fairness in the three-link scenario. To gain a better view on
what is going on, we investigate the total amount of data
transmitted on the three links versus time.

The simulation runs 100 seconds, and the total amount of
data transmitted on link T , link U and link V are plotted in
Fig. 7. A serious fairness problem is obvious from the plot: the
total amount of data transmitted on link U remains a flat line
from time to time, which means that no transmission occurs
on link U during those time periods. At the 76th second, link
U is idle for the following 15 seconds. At the end of the
simulation, the data transmitted through link T and link V are
6,800 KBytes each, while the data transmitted through link U
are only 18 KBytes. The amount of data received through linkT or link V is therefore about 380 times that through link U .
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Fig. 7. The amount of data received on link \ , link ] and link ^ respectively
with BEB.

D. Trade-Off Between Throughput and Fairness

There is a trade off between the total throughput of the
CSMA/CA network and the fairness provided among all the
active links in the network. To see this, we still assume that
all the links have the same scheduling rate.

We have already shown that the throughput of link _�`:a�b�c is

dSegfih [
j _lk#_�`:a�b�c5m:cj _on�c

It is worth noting that pJqrk�_s`taob�cum , and hence
j _lk#_�`:a�b�cum:c

approaches to 1 when [ approaches zero. Similarly, as pvqwn ,j _�n�c also approaches to 1 when [ approaches zero. Therefore
when [ is very small

dxe@fyh [
j _�k�_s`taob�c5m:cj _�n�c z [ (18)

Equation (18) states the fact that the throughput of a link
approaches to the scheduling rate when the scheduling rate
approaches zero. This makes sense intuitively, as a transmis-
sion will have a lower probability of a collision if other links
have very low scheduling rates. In this case, ideal fairness is
attained if all the links have the same small scheduling rate.
However, this case is not ideal as the throughput, which is
equal to the scheduling rate, is also very small and hence the
utilization of the network is very low.

We illustrate this case with the three-link scenario. In this
scenario, the throughput for the three links are

dx{�hwdS|}h [y~�[��� ~}��[�~�[ � a
dx�Hh [� ~H��[i~�[ �

When [ is very small, d { z d � z d | z [ and hence the
fairness among the three links is guaranteed while the total
throughput is very low.

We then consider the case when [ approaches infinity. De-
note the maximum independent set that contains link _�`:a�b�c as��� es� fu� and its degree as � . Define

�1�� e�� fu� h ��� e�� fu�x��� _�`:aob�c�� . It
follows that

j _�k�_s`:a�b�cumtc h�� _�[�������c , since
�1�� es� fu� q�k#_�`:a�b�cum

and
� �� e�� fu��� n if

��� es� fu� is an independent set that contains
link _s`:a�b�c .



Denote the degree of the maximum independent set in the
state space � as � , it follows that �� ���¡£¢�¤� �¥�¦i¡ . Therefore

§S¨g© ¢ª¥ �� l«# �¬:�®�¡5¯:¡�� o�3¡ ° ¤� �¥�±�² ¦ ¡ (19)

.
If link  s¬to®�¡ belongs to any of the maximum independent

set of � , then �³¢µ´ , and §Q¨@© approaches a positive constant
when ¥ approaches infinity. If link  �¬:�®�¡ does not belong to
any of the maximum independent set of � , it follows that
´·¶J� and hence ¸º¹º»½¼�¾'¿ § ¨g© ¢wÀ .

Therefore when ¥ approaches infinity, only the links that
belong to the maximum independent set have a throughput
greater than zero and the throughput of all other links is zero.
In this case, maximum throughput is achieved while fairness
performance is extremely bad.

We use the three-link scenario to illustrate this case. As

§SÁ ¢ §xÂ ¢ ¥yÃ�¥�ÄÅ Ã}Æ�¥iÃ�¥ Ä 
§SÇ ¢ ¥Å Ã}Æ�¥yÃ�¥ Ä

When ¥ approaches infinity, we have

§ Á ¢ § Â °
Å § Ç ° À

which matches our prediction.

IV. THROUGHPUT APPROXIMATIONS
WITH LOCAL INFORMATION

To provide a satisfactory fairness performance in the
CSMA/CA based network, a naive approach is to choose the
scheduling rate wisely for each used link so that the desired
fairness criteria, e.g. the max-min fairness or proportional fair-
ness, can be fulfilled. However, this task remains formidable
for a network with a general topology, as finding all the inde-
pendent sets is an NP hard problem. Moreover, finding such
sets needs the topology information of the entire network and
is infeasible for the distributed MAC layer implementation.

A. Throughput Approximation with Local Information

In this section, we discuss the possibility of approximating
the throughput with local topology information.

Before discussing the throughput approximation, we present
an important property involving two sets that have no element
in common.

Theorem 1: If È}ÉËÊÌ¢µÍ , �� lÈ�Î�Ê�¡;Ï��� lÈi¡t�� sÊ3¡ .
The proof of Theorem 1 can be found in the appendix.
Using Theorem 1, we have the following corollary.
Corollary 1: If we denote

Ð ¨@© ¢ ¥ ¨g©
�� �«� s¬:�®�¡5¡ (20)

the throughput of link  s¬:�®�¡ , §Q¨@© , satisfies §S¨g©'ÑHÐQ¨g© .
The proof of Corollary 1 is straightforward, and is provided

in the appendix.
From Corollary 1 we can see that Ð�¨g© is indeed a lower

bound for the throughput on link  �¬:�®�¡ . Note that Ð ¨g© involves
«� s¬to®�¡ only and can be computed with local topology infor-
mation within the two-hop neighborhood of both node ¬ and® .

Noting that Ò�ÓºÔtÕ Ö�×ÙØ�Ú�Ó ¨ Õ © ×/  Å Ã�¥ ÔoÖ ¡ corresponds to the power
set of «� s¬to®�¡ and hence Ò ÓÛÔtÕ Ö�×oØ�ÚÜÓ ¨ Õ © ×�  Å Ãv¥ ÔoÖ ¡ Ñ �� l«# �¬:o®�¡u¡ ,
we can derive another approximation of §Q¨g© .

Corollary 2: If we denote

Ý�¨g© ¢ ¥ ¨@©
ÒÓºÔ:Õ Ö�×oØ�ÚÜÓ ¨ Õ © ×  

Å Ã�¥ ÔÙÖ ¡ (21)

the throughput of link  �¬:�®�¡ , §x¨g© , satisfies §x¨@©'ÑHÝ�¨@© .
Regarding to the performance of Ð�¨g© and Ý�¨g© , we have the

following corollary.
Corollary 3: When ¥ ¨@© is small, both throughput approx-

imations, ÐQ¨g© and Ý�¨g© , are very close to the throughput §Q¨g© .
Specifically,

¸º¹º»ÞAßsàÙá�â5ã ä�å ß ã àÛæÛç�è
Ðx¨g©
§ ¨g© ¢ Å ¸º¹º»ÞAßsàÙá�â5ã ä�å ß ã àÛæÛç�è

Ý�¨@©
§ ¨g© ¢ Å

The proof of Corollary 3 is in the appendix.

B. Simulation Investigation of the Throughput Approximation
Performance

In this section, we investigate the performance of the two
approximations, namely Ð�¨@© and Ý�¨@© .

We consider the three-link network scenario and assume
that all the links have the same scheduling rate. As «� lÈi¡�¢é È<uÊëê in this scenario, we have

ÐQÁ ¢ ¥ Á
�� sÈ<uÊ3¡ ¢

¥ ÁÅ Ã�¥ Á Ã�¥ Ç ¢
¥Å ÃHìí¥

Ý�Á ¢ ¥ Á
Ò¨ Ø�î Á Õ Ç�ï  

Å Ã�¥ ¨ ¡ ¢
¥ Á

  Å Ã�¥ Á ¡/  Å Ã�¥ Ç ¡ ¢
¥

  Å Ã�¥�¡ Ä
Similarly, «� lÊ3¡r¢ é È'tÊëtð3ê , and «� �ð�¡ñ¢ é Ê�tð3ê .

Therefore
Ð Ç ¢ ¥Å Ã}Æ�¥iÃ�¥ Ä

Ý Ç ¢ ¥
  Å Ã�¥�¡5òÐ Â ¢ ¥Å ÃHìí¥ Ý Â ¢ ¥
  Å Ã�¥�¡ Ä

We investigate the performance of the approximation of Ðó¨@©
and Ý�¨g© when ¥ is small and when ¥ is large respectively.
The throughput on link È and its approximations versus ¥
are plotted in Fig. 8, and throughput on link Ê and its
approximations are plotted in Fig. 9.

From the simulation results it can be seen that both approx-
imations, ÐQ¨g© and Ý�¨g© , can approximate the throughput well
when ¥ is small. When ¥ is large, both Ð�¨@© and Ý�¨g© are not
good approximations for throughput §Q¨g© . Despite the fact that
the performance of ÐQ¨g© is much better than that of Ý�¨g© , which
is especially obvious for link È as ÝôÁ approaches zero, the
difference between the approximation Ð ¨g© and the throughput§ ¨g© is still significant.

V. DISTRIBUTED FAIRNESS SCHEDULING IN CSMA/CA
BASED AD HOC NETWORKS

As mentioned in the last section, throughput computation
involves knowledge of the entire network topology. Therefore
fairness guarantee of throughput cannot be attained in the
distributed manner.
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An alternative approach to this problem is that, instead of
providing fairness for throughput, we provide fairness based
on the throughput approximation, i.e. üóý@þ or ÿ�ý@þ . As throughput
approximation involves only local topology information, it
is feasible that a distributed fair scheduling method can be
developed based on throughput approximation.

Note that when � is small, both ü�ý@þ and ÿ�ýgþ are good
approximations of � ý@þ . Although ü ýgþ is better than ÿ ý@þ , ÿ ýgþ
has a much simpler form and hence is more likely to lead to
an easy implementation of distributed fair scheduling methods.
Therefore we use ÿ ýgþ instead of ü ý@þ in providing fairness in a
distributed manner.

A. Proportional Fairness Scheduling

In this section, we discuss how to choose � ýgþ so that
proportional fairness amongst the throughput approximation
ÿ�ý@þ can be achieved.

Let �� denote the vector of � ý@þ for all used links. The problem
can be formulated as��������
	��������������
� �� ��� ���� �!#"%$ �'&�ÿ�ýgþ(&)��+*,* (22)

where ÿ ýgþ &)��+* is the approximation for the throughput � ýgþ .

The following result shows how � ý@þ for a used link &.-�/10(*
can be computed based on local topology information (The
proof is in the appendix).

Theorem 2: �� � , the optimal scheduling rate on any used
link &2-�/304*#576 , is given by� �ý@þ � 89 : ;< = � &.-�/304* < when

= � &2-�/304*'>�@?ACB when
= � &2-�/304*D�@? (23)

where
< = � &2-E/104* < denotes degree of the set

= � &2-E/104* .
Note that

< = � &2-E/104* < denotes the total number of links
blocked by link &.-�/304* except itself, thus the scheduling rate
of link &2-�/304* is inversely proportional to the total number of
links it’s contending with.

This information can be obtained by local information
exchange. When the network is formed, or when the network
topology changes, each node can broadcast information on the
links out of itself and the link into itself to all nodes within
two hops. The scheduling rate can then be set accordingly.

B. Two-Hop Fairness Scheduling

In this section, we discuss another fairness guarantee, called
“Two-Hop Fairness”, in a CSMA/CA based ad-hoc network.
This is so called, as each used link &.-�/304* in the network will
be guaranteed a minimum throughput in a form depending on
a factor decided by the topology information within two hops
of link &.-�/304* .

The throughput approximation ÿôý@þ can be rewritten as

ÿ�ýgþF� ��ýgþ; A � ý@þHG ;IJ%K�L M.N1O(P�QRJ ý L þ N & ; A � KSM *
It can be seen that ÿ�ý@þ is a monotonously increasing function

for ��ý@þ and monotonously decreasing function for � K1M where
link &3T
/�U,* belongs to

= � &.-�/10(* . Intuitively, the term
� �V�W,X ���V� can

be viewed as the scheduling rate of link &.-�/10(* , while the term;)Y I �VZ � [%�� )\ Q � ��� ��� & ; A � K1M * can be viewed as the probability
that such a scheduling results in a successful transmission.
If
< = � &.-�/304* < is large, the probability that a scheduling of link&.-�/10(* is successful will be low and hence the throughput will

be low. In order to have a high throughput for link &.-�/304* , it is
important that the links that block &.-�/10(* have low scheduling
rates. Put it in another way, although larger � ý@þ will lead to
higher throughput of &2-�/304* , it will also lead to lower throughput
for the links that belong to

= &2-E/104* , which is not desirable from
the view of the system.

A reasonable way of choosing ��ýgþ is ��ý@þH� ;)Y
] ýgþ , where] ý@þ'�@^�_� J%KEL M.N1O(P�Q�J ý L þ N�` < = � &�Ta/�U,* <Vb .
Noting that ] K1M#c < = � &.-�/10(* < for any link &�Ta/,U,* that belongs

to
= � &.-�/10(* , we have

ÿ�ýgþF� ��ýgþ; A � ýgþHG ;I��Z � [d�d )\ Q � ��� ��� & ; A � K1M *� ;)Y_] ýgþ; A ;)Y
] ýgþ�G ;I�VZ � [%�� )\ Q � ��� ��� & ; A ;)Y
] KSM *c ;] ýgþ A ; G ;& ; A We P�Q�J ý L þ Nfe * e P Q J ý L þ Nfe c ;g & ] ýgþ A ; *
(24)



Therefore we can guarantee some minimum throughput guar-
antee for link h.i�j3k4l by choosing m+npo in this manner.

C. Max-Min Fairness Scheduling

For link h2i�j3k4l , denote q nposr m nVo)t h,u'vwm npo l , and denote x
as the vector of q nVo for all used links. Then the throughput
approximation y nVo can be rewritten asy npoFr q nVo z{V|f} ~%��������{p�.} ��� hfu��sq��1�,l (25)

Note that (25) is very similar in the form to the throughput
of an ALOHA link [13]. Therefore we can provide max-min
fairness for y nVo in the same way as we did in ALOHA networks
[10].

1) Problem Formulation: We address the problem of how
each active link should decide its scheduling rate m nVo so that
the max-min link rate approximation in the CSMA/CA based
ad-hoc network is maximized.

The max-min rate allocation problem for the rate approxi-
mation is formulated as����� y

subject to yH��q nVo �� �E� �.�1�(� � � n � o � h,u���q��1�fl ��h.i�j3k4l����
(26)

where y is the max-min fair rate approximation, and q nVo�rm nVo)t h,u�v m npo l .
We define a directed graph, called the link graph ¡£¢ rh�¤¥¢¦j���¢�l , for the rate approximation y npo in the CSMA/CA

network, where each vertex stands for a link in the CSMA/CA
network. There is an edge from link h.i�j3k4l to link h3§
j�¨,l in
the link graph if and only if h�§aj,¨,l©��ª«h.i�j3k4l . As mentioned
before, when h3§aj,¨,l£�¬ª�h2iEj1k4l , we also have h.i�j3k4lC�ª�h3§
j�¨,l .
Therefore, the directed graph is bidirectional, i.e. if there is
an edge from h.i�j3k4l to h�§aj�¨,l in the link graph, there is also an
edge from h3§aj,¨,l to h2iEj1k4l . Without loss of generality, we assume
that the link graph for the CSMA/CA network is connected,
as otherwise we can form a subproblem for each connected
subgraph in the link graph and solve them separately. Also
note that when the link graph is assumed to be connected, it
is strongly connected since it’s bidirectional.

The max-min fair rate allocation problem in (26) appears
to be a non-convex problem. However, the following theo-
rem(proof in Appendix) states that the max-min fair rates fory npo in a CSMA/CA based ad-hoc network can be obtained by
solving a convex optimization problem.

Theorem 3: The max-min fair rate allocation for y nVo in the
CSMA/CA network can be formulated as the following convex
programming problem�^®%¯ °± ²� n � o �1�
³£´ ±nVo

subj. to ´ npo �¶µ¸·a¹¥hVq npo lº� ²� ��� �.�1�(� � � n � o � µ%·
¹�hfu��sq��S�Sl��¼»�¦h.i�j1k(l#���´ npo'r ´ �1� �¦h2iEj1k4l½�7��jf�¦h3§
j�¨,l��7ª«h.i�j1k(l
(27)

where ´ nVo r µ%·
¹Dy_nVo .

2) Dual Method: The problem in (27) can be solved in
a distributed manner using the dual method. We replace the
constraints ´ npo r ´ �1� in (27) by two inequality constraints,´ nVo¾� ´ �1� and ´ �1� � ´ nVo . The Lagrange function is then given
by ¿ r uÀÂÁ{p�.} �3�d�ÄÃ ´ ±nVo v Á{p�.} ���d�ÄÃ Á{V|f} ~%���)� � {V��} ����Å nVo � �1��h ´ nVo � ´ �1�flv ²{p��} �����ÄÃ½Æ nVo^Ç ´ nVo �«µ%·
¹�q npo � ²� �E� �.�1�(� � � n � o � µ%·
¹¥h,u��sq��1�flSÈ

(28)
where Æ nVo and Å nVo � �1� are Lagrange multipliers.

Denote É r h ´ nVoaj�h.i�j3k4l#���£l , Ê r h Æ nVo
jËh2i�j3k4l#�s�Ìl , andÍ r h Å nVo � �1� j�h.i�j3k4l#�7��j�h�§aj,¨,l#��ª�Î_h2iEj1k4l,l . The dual function
is Ï h2ÊFj Í l r �^®¸¯Ð � Ñ ¿ h.x#j�Éaj�Ê'j Í l (29)

and the dual problem is

D: �����Ò � Ó Ï h�Ê'j Í l (30)

Convex duality implies that at the optimum
Í Î and Ê Î , the

corresponding x and É are exactly the optimal solutions to the
primal problem.

As the Lagrange function is concave for x and É , the dual
function can be solved by considering its partial derivatives,
which gives q�npo(h�ÊFj Í l r Æ nVoÁ� �E� �.�1�(� � n � o � Æ �1� (31)

and

´ nVoah2Ê¾j Í l rÕÔÖÖÖ× ÖÖÖØ
�ÚÙ Æ npo v ² � �E� �.�1�(� � � n � o � h Å npo � �1�¦� Å �1�1� nVo lfÛ
if Æ nVo#v ² � �E� �.�1�(� � � n � o � h Å npo � �1� � Å �1�1� nVo)l�Ü»»
if Æ nVo#v ² � �E� �.�1�(� � � n � o � h Å npo � �1� � Å �1�1� nVo)l�Ý»(32)

The dual problem can then be solved using gradient projec-
tion method, where the Lagrange multipliers are adjusted in
the direction of the gradient Þ Ï h2Ê¾j Í l :

Å npo � �1��h.ßàv@u�l rÂá Å npo � �1�Äh2ßâlâväã+åçæ Ïæ Å nVo � �S�)è+é (33)

and Æ nVo h.ßHv@u�l r á Æ nVo h.ßâlêväã+å æ Ïæ Æ npo�è é (34)

Here ã å7ë » is the step size at the ß th iteration, and ì í_î é r������ï í¥j�»�ð . The gradients are ñ�òñ)ó ���3} |�~ r ´ npo � ´ �1� and ñ�òñ�ô �V� r´ nVo��¶µ%·
¹�q�npo�� ² {�|S} ~d�d�)� � {V��} ��� µ¸·a¹¥hfu��sq �S� l .
We have the following theorem.
Theorem 4: Let h.x�h.ßâl�j�É(h.ßâlRjEÊCh.ßâl�j Í h2ßâl,l denote the se-

quence of vectors defined by the iterative procedure stated in
(31)-(34) when the step size is ã å r ãºjf��ß . Then there exists
a õã��÷ö é such that when ãwÝøõã , every accumulation pointh.x Î j�É Î jEÊ Î j Í Î l of the sequence h2x#h2ßâlRj�É(h.ßâl�j�ÊCh2ßâlRj Í h.ßâl,l is
primal-dual optimal.



TABLE III
THE TOTAL THROUGHPUT ( ù_úüû^ù
ý©û^ù
þ ) AND FAIRNESS INDEX

( ÿ�� ������ ) UNDER DIFFERENT SCHEDULING METHODS

Scheduling Proportional Two-Hop Max-Min
Methods Fairness Fairness Fairness

Total Throughput 1.0000 0.7693 0.7959
Fairness Index 4.0000 0.7501 1.0000

3) Achieving Lexicographic Fair Rate Allocation for the
Rate Approximations: Another widely used definition of max-
min fairness [13] is one in which the link rates are maximized
in a lexicographic sense. In the lexicographic max-min fair
allocation, any link rate ��� cannot be increased without de-
creasing some other link rate � �
	 which is smaller than or equal
to � � . Although this is in general a multi-criteria optimization
problem, our approaches achieve the lexicographic max-min
fairness for the rate approximation in the CSMA/CA network.

Lemma 1: When the max-min rate is achieved for ���� in the
CSMA/CA network, the links that belong to the same strongly
connected components in the link graph have the same rate
approximation ����� .

We have shown that it is a reasonable assumption that the
link graph for the CSMA/CA network is connected. Since the
link graph for the rate approximation is bidirectional, it is
strongly connected. From Lemma 1, we conclude that when
the max-min fairness is achieved for the rate approximation,
all the links have the same ����� value. Therefore the proposed
algorithm can be used to attain lexicographic max-min fairness
for the rate approximations.

D. Simulation Investigation

In this section, we investigate the performance of the three
distributed scheduling methods with simulations of the three-
link scenario.
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Fig. 10. Throughput and approximation values under different scheduling
methods.

The approximation and the throughput achieved by these
three methods are plotted in Fig. 10, and the total throughput
achieved in the network and the fairness index (the ratio of
throughput on link � to that on link � ) are presented in Table
III.

From the simulation results, it can be seen that proportional
fairness achieves the largest total throughput. But it also pro-

vides the worst fairness amongst the three links. For the two-
hop fairness method, it is much better than the proportional
fairness in terms of fairness. However the total throughput
achieved is also the lowest. This is due to the fact that link� , whose activity will block the other two links, is assigned
the highest scheduling rate. The max-min fairness scheduling
is the best trade-off between total throughput and the fairness.
However, since it is implemented in an iterative way, it has
higher complexity than the other two scheduling methods.

VI. CONCLUSIONS

We address the throughput modelling and fairness provision
for CSMA/CA networks in this paper. A throughput model
based on Markov analysis is proposed and its performance
is verified with simulations. Fairness issues are discussed
based on this model. Furthermore, we proposed the through-
put approximations based on local topology information and
suggested distributed scheduling methods to provide different
fairness guarantees in the network.

APPENDIX I
PROOF OF THEOREM 1

Proof: For each subset ��������� , we define ��������� �
and �"!#���$�%� . It follows that ��� and �"! satisfy�&�'�(�)�%�"! �"�#�*� �"!+�+�

Noting that ��� is the set of links that can be carried
out simultaneously, ,(-.�0/ has the item 1 �32�4 �65 � . Similarly,(-7�(/ has the item 1 �72�4 � 5 � . So ,(-7�8/9,(-.�:/ has the item1 �32�4 �<; 4 � 5 � , i.e. the item 1 �32�4 5 � . Therefore each item of,(-7�=�%�(/ is also an item in ,(-.�0/>,(-7�:/ .

On the other hand, let ��� be a subset of links of � that
can be scheduled simultaneously and �?! denotes a subset of
links of � that can be scheduled simultaneously, then ,(-7�0/
has the item 1 �32�4 �65 � and ,(-7�(/ has the item 1 �72�4 � 5 � .
Hence ,(-.�0/9,(-.�:/ has the item 1 �32�4 � ; 4 �@5 � . If, however,
some links in � � cannot be scheduled with the links in � ! ,
then surely � � �A� ! is not a set of links that can be carried
out at the same time, i.e. ,(-.�+�B�:/ does not have the item1 �32�4 � ; 4 �@5 � . Therefore, ,(-.�0/>,(-7�:/ may have the item that
does not belong to ,(-7�=�%�(/ .

Since each item is positive, and each item of ,(-.�#�%�:/ is
also an item in ,(-7�8/9,(-7�(/ while some items in ,(-.�0/>,(-7�:/
might not be items of ,(-.�C�D�:/ , we can conclude that,(-7�)�E�(/ F�,(-.�0/9,(-.�:/ . We can also know that ,(-7�)�E�:/G�,(-7�8/9,(-.�:/ when any set of links in � can be scheduled with
a set of links in � .

APPENDIX II
PROOF OF COROLLARY 1

Proof: According to the throughput formula of � ��� and
the property stated in Theorem 1, we have� ���5 ��� � ,(-IHB-7JLKIM�/ONL/,(-QP:/ � ,(-IHB-7JLKIM�/ONR/,(-.HS-3JLKIM�/ N�T HB-7J>KQM�/O/U ,(-.HS-3JLKIM�/ONL/,(-IHB-7JLKIM�/ N /9,(-IHB-7JLKIM�/O/� V,(-IHB-7JLKIM�/O/



Therefore, W<X�Y@Z [ X�Y\(]I^B]7_L`Ia�bOb@c'd<X�Y .
APPENDIX III

PROOF OF COROLLARY 3

Proof: From Theorem 1, we know that the difference
between

\(].^S]3_L`Ia�b9b9\(].^S]3_L`Qab9eLb
and

\(]If(b
comes from the

items g X7h�i�jlk�i�m [ X , where n"oqp ^S]3_L`Qab , n"rsp ^B]7_>`Qa�b e , and
there exists a set of links nutcwv such that nxpyn�o andnzp ^B]I^B]7_L`Ia�bOeRb , i.e. not all links in n�o can be scheduled
simultaneously with the links in n r .

Note that the items g X7h�i j k�i m [ X approaches zero when [ X ,_ { n"o}|sn"r , approaches zero. As v {Sf , we have
\(]If(b Z\(] v b c�~ . It follows then��������.�
���O� ��� � � ������� \(]I^B]7_L`Ia�bOb>\(].^S]3_L`Ia�b e b\(]Qf:b c$~ (35)

Therefore ������ �.� �G��� ��� � � ������� d X�YW X�Yc ������ �.� �G��� ��� � � ������� [ X�Y \(]I^�e�]7_>`Qa�bOb\(]Qf:b � ~[ X�Y \(].^S]3_L`Ia�b9bc ������ �.� �G��� ��� � � ������� \(]I^B]7_>`Qa�bOeLb9\(]I^B]7_>`Qa�bOb\(]If(b c$~
Similarly we can prove that

��������.�Q�G��� ��� � � ��������� X�Y���W<X�Y8c�~ .
APPENDIX IV

PROOF OF THEOREM 2

Proof: Let � ]��[ b be the objective function of (22). Then

� ]��[ b c �� X7  Y9¡Qh�¢ £ ��¤¦¥ ] [ X�Y b¨§�© ^S]3_L`Ia�bª© ��¤�¥ ] ~�« [ X�Y bL¬ (36)

It can be easily verified that  ] W b c ��¤¦¥ ] W b §¯® ��¤�¥ ] ~°«*W b
is a concave function of W for any

®
. Therefore � ]��[ b is a

concave function of
�[ .

Setting ±�²±�³L´�µ ©.¶³�· c¹¸ in (36) gives

[»ºX�Y c
¼½ ¾ ~© ^S]3_L`Ia�bª©�§ ~ when

© ^S]3_L`Ia�bª©�¿ ~«EÀ when
© ^S]3_L`Ia�bª© cÁ~

As
^ º ]7_L`Ia�b c ^S]3_L`Ia�b:Â £ ]3_L`Ia�bR¬

, we have
© ^ º ]7_>`Qa�b�© c© ^S]3_L`Ia�bª©�§ ~ , and therefore Theorem 2 holds.

APPENDIX V
PROOF OF THEOREM 3

Proof: Since the logarithmic function is strictly increas-
ing, each constraint in (26) can be equivalently represented
as
��¤¦¥ �ÄÃ ��¤�¥ ]�Å X�Y bE§$Æ ��Ç   È3¡QhÉ · � X7  Y9¡ ��¤�¥ ] ~ §*Å Ç È b , for any]3_L`Ia�b {)Ê

. If we denote )c ��¤�¥ � , it follows

 § ��¤�¥ ]ËÅ X�Y b¨§ ���Ç   È3¡QhÉ · � X7  Y9¡
��¤�¥ ] ~ §�Å Ç È b Ã ¸ (37)

Note that each constraint in (37) forms a convex set of
(  , Ì ). As logarithmic function is monotonically increasing,

� is maximized when  is maximized. Therefore (26) can be
formulated as the following convex program.�"ÍÏÎ 

subj. to  § ��¤¦¥ ]�Å X�Y bÐ§ Æ��Ç   È3¡QhÉ · � X7  Y9¡ ��¤¦¥ ] ~ §�Å Ç È b Ã ¸Ñ ]7_L`Ia�b�{)Ê
(38)

Since ¸ÓÒ Å X�Y g ��Ç   È3¡QhÉ · � X7  Y9¡ ] ~ §ÓÅ Ç È b Ã ~ , it follows  Ã¸ . Instead of maximizing  , we can attain the same optimal
solution if we minimize ÔÕ  Õ . Therefore (38) can be rewritten
as �"ÍÏÎ ÔÕ  Õ

subj. to  § ��¤¦¥ ]�Å X�Y bÐ§ Æ��Ç   È3¡QhÉ · � X7  Y9¡ ��¤¦¥ ] ~ §�Å Ç È b Ã ¸Ñ ]7_L`Ia�b�{)Ê
(39)

We introduce ÏX�Y for each link
]3_L`Ia�b

and add the constraints�X�Y=cÖ Ç È for all links
].×¦`OØObS{z^B]7_L`Ia�b

. Note that the link
graph is assumed to be connected. Therefore the newly added
constraints ÏX�Y�cÙ Ç È imply that all ÏX�Y , ]3_L`Qab'{ÚÊ

have
the same value. The optimization problem in (39) can be
represented as the following form�(��Û ÔÕ Æ� X7  Y9¡Qh�¢  ÕX�Y

subj. to  X�Y § ��¤�¥ ]ËÅ X�Y b¨§ Æ��Ç   È3¡QhÉ · � X7  Y9¡ ��¤¦¥ ] ~ §�Å Ç È b Ã ¸Ñ ]7_L`Ia�b�{)Ê X�Y cD Ç È Ñ ]3_L`Ia�b�{ÓÊ�` Ñ ].×¦`OØOb�{�^B]7_L`Ia�b
Therefore (27) is essentially the same optimization problem

as (26) and hence its solutions provide max-min fairness
for the throughput approximations amongst all links in the
CSMA/CA network.

APPENDIX VI
PROOF OF LEMMA 1

Proof: According to the definition of the link graph
for the CSMA/CA network, � X�Y can be increased by only
decreasing � Ç È while throughput approximations on all other
links are not decreased if there is an edge from

]3_L`Ia�b
to
]I×�`9ØOb

in the link graph (this can be achieved by just choosing a
smaller

Å Ç È while fixing
Å�Ü�Ý

for all
]7Þ<`Lß�b@{*Ê�Â £ ]I×¦`OØObL¬

). If
the link graph is connected, it is also strongly connected since
the graph is bidirectional.

Assume that not all the links have the same throughput
approximations when the max-min fairness for throughput
approximations � is achieved. Denote the minimum value
of the throughput approximations for all the links as ��à�á â ,
i.e. � à�á â c �"��Û £ � � X7  Y9¡ `ª]7_>`Qa�b"{�Ê"¬ . Denote the set of links,
whose throughput approximations are equal to � à�á â , as ã Ô ,
i.e. ã Ô c £ ]3_L`Ia�b)ä � X�Yåc � à�á â `ª]3_L`Qabæ{ÖÊ"¬

, and denoteã Õ c £ ]3_L`Qabçä � X�Y ¿ � à�á â `ª]3_L`Qab {)Ê"¬ .
Obviously ã Ô è ã Õ cév and ã Ô |Óã Õ c Ê

, and under the
assumption neither ã Ô nor ã Õ is a null set.

When ã Ô is not empty, we can find a link
]3_L`Ia�b { ã Ô and a

link
].×¦`OØOb0{ ã Õ such that there is an bidirectional edge from]3_L`Qab
to
].×¦`OØOb

in the link graph. As � Ç È ¿ � à�á â , we can increase� X�Y a little by only decreasing � Ç È such that � X�Y ¿ � à�á â while



still keeping ê¦ëQì"íéê�î�ï ð . In this way, link ñ3òLóIô�õ is removed
from the set ö�÷ and all links that were in öGø are still in ö�ø .

We can repeat the above operation until all the elements
are removed from ö�÷ . Now all the links are in the set öGø ,
i.e. êÏù�ú%í�ê�î�ï ð for any ñ3òLóIô�õüû=ý . This contradicts with the
assumption that êÏî�ï ð is the max-min value of the throughput
approximations. Therefore our assumption is not correct and
all the links have the same throughput approximations when
the max-min fairness is achieved.
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